Application are invited on plain paper with full bio-data (preferably typed), self-attested photocopy of the certificates and mark sheets for engagement of one caretaker for Nursery class of Rajendra Shishu Sadan, Pusa on contractual basis at a consolidated amount of Rs. 6000/- (Rupees six thousand) per month initially for a period of six months which can be extended depending upon the requirement of the school and performance of the caretaker. The engagement will automatically terminate after expiry of time.

Desirous candidates may bring their application along with their Bio-Data and original as well as photocopy of their mark sheet and certificate. The practical caretaking exercise is scheduled to be conducted in the School ‘Rajendra Shishu Sadan’, Pusa at 11:00 AM on 23.03.2021. The interested candidates are requested to report at 10:00AM for verification of documents. No separate letter will be issued for interview. The requisite qualification for the position is mentioned below:-

Essential Qualification- For caretaker (only for female): Matriculation

Sd/-
Secretary
Rajendra Shishu Sadan, Pusa
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Copy forwarded to Chairman/ All Deans/All Directors/Registrar/Comptroller for kind information.